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Abstract
This paper designed and built a distributed hash table based computing resource sharing platform named OE-P2RSP. By employing Peer-to-Peer services, OE-P2RSP allowed users to submit jobs to be run in the system and to run jobs submitted by other users on any resources available over the Internet, essentially allowing a group of users to form an Ad hoc set of shared resources. OE-P2RSP is based on structured peer on network share, improves the communication mode of system by encapsulated object, object group, and physical proximity principle, and the use of physical proximity principle, and gathers computing resources better in the same research institution or enterprise within local area network. The experimental results obtained via simulations show that the system can reliably execute scientific applications on a widely distributed set of resources with good load balancing and low matchmaking cost and that OE-P2RSP has good efficiency, load balancing and scalability.
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1. Introduction
Among peer-to-peer resource-sharing platforms, centralized unstructured peer-to-peer network Napster can not resist the attack from malicious nodes, so it is lake of strong robustness; distributed unstructured peer-to-peer network Gnutella or kaZaA have solved the single point of failure problem, but the expansion of the system is rather poor because of message flooding problem. Subsequent structured distributed Harsh table DHC solved the aforesaid problem [1-3].

In this paper we propose an Object Encapsulation Peer-to-Peer Resource Sharing Platform (OE-P2RSP), which is a system established on the application of DHC. OE-P2RSP is based on Pastry, and change from the node ID mapping to the object encapsulation based mapping; the difference between OE-P2RSP and other related projects is that OE-P2RSP is mainly used in the field of parallel and distributed computing, instead of data/file sharing, live video/on-demand field. Current peer-to-peer computing resources sharing projects always require the independence between main task and subtasks, so they mainly support the primary masterslave style of parallel computing [4, 5]. OE-P2RSP is a distributed object programming model, so it allows the direct or indirect communication between entities by remote method invocation, which makes OE-P2RSP also support distributed computing with data-dependent problems, and makes the scope of its application becomes sufficiently widespread. In this paper, we will use the principle of object moving and physical location adjacent to make OE-P2RSP gathering and sharing idle computing resources on the Internet more efficiently.

Then we test the performances of OE-P2RSP by simulations, and the results show that OE-P2RSP has good efficiency, load balancing and scalability.

2. The Architecture of OE-P2RSP
2.1. Platform Overview
OE-P2RSP is a non-centralized peer-to-peer computing resource sharing platform. It consists of a large-scale voluntary free node on the Internet, it also provides a distributed object
encapsulation based programming model which can perform a parallel distributed computing by the inner nodes communication mechanism.

The difference between OE-P2RSP other existing computing resources sharing platform is that it can support communication between parallel sub-task operations, and the architecture is different from the voluntary computing platform using C/S model, has the characteristics of self-organization, non-concentration, scalability and large-scale. By using the direct communication between the peer entities, OE-P2RSP can solve more parallel computing problems, such as the distributed data-dependent traveling salesman problem and the distributed genetic algorithm. So we can fully excavate and make full use of the free resources on Internet.

2.2. Pastry Network

OE-P2RSP platform is based on distributed hash table Pastry network, and the Pastry network consists of k-bit network nodes which has the only NodeID voluntarily. NodeID distribution is of non-centralized manner and need to across the address space to achieve load balancing.

Network message can be addressed to the address of space of the NodeID, when passing messages the route model of Pastry is O(LogN) jump, the node has the location informations of both physical location and virtual location. Physical location indicates in physical network the minimum delay to reach the nearest location. If good physical location data is lacked, the system will assume the two nodes close to the IP address are the physical locations. Virtual locations are identified by telling the difference between NodeID. The nodes maintain the massage of routing information and each node stores a small group of nodes those are close to its physical location (such as neighbors) and its virtual location (such as its leaf set). The most important routing mechanism is that the touting table contains O(LogN) entities which allow each node to forward pass messages to a node and the forwarding node of at least 1 bit is relatively close to the final destination node.

2.3. Addressing Objects and Programming Model

OE-P2RSP can create objects which are located on Pastry network that consists of voluntary machines. The communication between these objects are achieved by remote method invocation RMI (remote method calls) and realized by the RMI technology of Java and .NET technology of Microsoft. Even so, when we use OE-P2RSP we need not to specify a specific server but to choose a machine from voluntary machines. In spite of the joining and leaving of nodes are very frequent, in OE-P2RSP the voluntary machine that can control given remote object can be changed over time.

When a object is created, it will be assigned an object ID which is similar with the nodes in Pastry, then a construction message will be sent to the object ID and inform the nearest node that accept the message, then the node will create a remote object instance. At this node the information need to be informed is just the object ID. If another node joins the network, it will be assigned a node ID (also relatively close to the object), and then the object will be transferred to the new node. OE-P2RSP can complete the transfer automatically; this is similar with the log and checkpoints which can improve the reliability of system.

3. Improvement of Communication Mode

OE-P2RSP has some improvement than in Pastry in communication mode. In addition to use object encapsulates, OE-P2RSP improve the system's communication mode by object group and the physical proximity principle.

3.1. Allocation of Object Identifier

Object ID does not require a centralized generation. A single customer or node need to activate the collection of relative remote objects frequently. And the remote object needs not random communication, so it's a good manner to use the adjacent neighbor nodes. By using this non-random way, we can make sure that the objects can be assigned in the same physical host even if the numbers of objects are far more than that of entities. Since there is frequent joining and exiting of nodes, so the mapping and location information of objects will not be affected. So this proximity principle of object ID is one-dimensional and the communication
mode between objects is folded into a one-dimensional space by developers. The programming interface API which is to assign object ID informs system to launch a unified object distribution function. Start Layout method requires a parameter N (N is the number of objects in objects group), in this way system will cover all the address space correctly. After this call, the next N objects will be activated automatically, and the object ID will be created according to this mode. Code is as follows:

```java
Island [] islands=new Island [numIslands];
OE-P2RSP Channel.Current.StartLayout(numIslands);
For (int i=0; i< numIslands; i++)
Islands[i] =new Island (i);

Then the system will use different random offset address in order to avoid the conflict between the original object ID and the current object ID. In section 4.1 the experimental result indicates the communication efficiency and load balance performance by using this method to assign object ID.

3.2. Object Groups

As previously mentioned by adding the object communication opportunities in the same machine we can improve the efficiency of the platform, but we can not make sure at the same machine all the time. In this section we use the method of object groups to make the objects in the same object group communicate each other frequently and ensure they are assigned to the same node. We can realize object groups by adding extra bits to the object ID and lengthen length of node ID, converting the object ID to a decimal, not a integer. The objects with the same integer part will be mapped to the same node.

If a group of objects were assigned to the same integer part, this group of objects will be mapped to a single machine, even if the network has a large number of other free nodes. The actual physical nodes can also change over time. But the objects are grouped together, improving the parallelism. Another optimization approach is to encapsulate these object groups to a single remote object container, the message can be transmitted forward through the object. The advantage of this method is that each object in the group maintains a private addressable remote client.

Distance proximity principle. By adding the communicate opportunities of two objects in the same machine we can improve the efficiency of the platform, but some objects may be positioned to different machines. If they can not locate on the same machine, the physical proximity principle in this section ensures that they are in physically similar positions. To accomplish this function OE-P2RSP continue to allocate object ID according to the method in section 3.1, but we change the node ID so that the nodes which match well will be very close physically. If two objects communicate frequently, they will be allocated well-matched object ID, and these two objects may be controlled at the same node or close nodes, meaning close physical locations.

By using IP address when we describe node ID we can ensure well-matched node ID are close physically. The shortcoming of this method is that sometimes node ID will not distribute to the entire address space. To achieve this technique, OE-P2RSP uses initialized node ID and current node ID. Initialized node ID is generated by the IP address. The current node ID is used by the node. When normal communication massage is routed by the ID of current node, the joining message will be routed to the node that is initialized nearest.

Though the routing table of each node is designed to the standard route format, it can not be used in initialized node ID. So we depend on the order of the current node ID, so do the initialized node ID. This means we can use the leaf set to route messages, at the worst condition we need N/2 network jumps. In fact joining message is completed by connecting the nearest physical node. Leaving node will be placed to a more isolated place, rather than a place where a large number of nodes gather. Pastry network is designed to recover automatically from a single node, so the platform can reduce the possibility of local error recover by change song aspects of Pastry network. This treatment must be a balance between reliability and efficiency.
4. Experiments and Performance Analysis

4.1. Construct the Simulator

We construct a Pastry network with simulator and simulate a set of objects in one-dimensional nearest neighbor configuration space of periodic communications. OE-P2RSP can improve the efficiency and performance of Pastry network, and the improvement can be analyzed by the following two performance metrics. The first indicator is the communication efficiency, which indicates the ratio of sending messages between objects when network hops are using message. It indicates the number of hops every message needs to cross network. If the ratio is relatively large, it means some messages can be transferred without network. The simulator doesn’t consider the physical communication price between different nodes, because Pastry network has considered the physical position price of nodes when they are selecting by network hops.

As mentioned earlier OE-P2RSP has been trying to reduce the number of hops which network require. So the second character is load balance rate, which shows the balance of performance of objects when getting through the network. It is calculated by the standard deviation statistics of the number of objects on each node. If the load balancing ratio is relatively small, it indicates that each node has about the same load.

4.2. The Results by Using Object ID

The first test shows the performance of Pastry network which is improved by OE-P2RSP platform using object package and object ID. Object ID can be a good way to improve the efficiency of network communications, especially in the condition when object number is more than node number, load balancing rate can be improved obviously and along with the increase of nodes, the number of network is increasing, the rate of improvement of load balancing effect is reducing.

![Figure 1. Communication Efficiency Improvement by Object ID Package](image1)

![Figure 2. Load Balance Rate Improvement by Object ID Package](image2)

![Figure 3. The Experimental Results](image3)

(a) The Experimental Results Running Short Process Length

(b) The Experimental Results Running Long Process Length
Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the improvement by object ID. Dotted line represents the result which is not optimized; the solid line shows the optimal results. Each line expressed an independent test result when different numbers of Voluntary machines add in OE-P2RSP platform.

The results of this experiment using distance proximity. The second experiment tested the proximity principle of Pastry network performance improvements. As we have described, the principles can be a good method to improve load balancing. The improvement will get weak and the communication efficiency will slightly decreases with the increase of nodes. This improvement is directly related to the rate of load balancing, the network can use the smallest number of hops to route messages to the destination node.

Figure 3 show the experimental results, which dotted line represents the result without using the proximity principle, the solid line represents the result when use proximity principle. Each line is that a different number of voluntary drive to join OE-P2RSP platform independent test results. Each line expressed an independent test result when different numbers of voluntary machines add in OE-P2RSP platform.

Tests run a total of three times, respectively, using normal strategy, enhanced object ID strategies and physical proximity principle. Test using a different number of objects, the length of the different processing steps executed repeatedly. In the same situation tests are run several times and we use the average of the results. Test also set a different message size, message size base 1KB, although this setting does not affect the results much sense. We use two processing length, the first is about 0.12 seconds to complete each object, the second for each object is about 0.39 seconds to complete. Figure 3(a) shows the experimental results running short process length. Figure 3(b) shows the experimental results running long process length.

5. Related Works

At home and abroad there has been a lot of use of structured peer networks to build the project for sharing computing resources. Robust, decentralized, scalability, efficiency are important performance indicators of these systems. Resource management and scheduling, routing node are key technologies of these platforms. Most of the distributed hash table can relatively simply and efficiently discover network resources to meet operational needs, but they are mainly for file sharing of data, instead of sharing computing resources [6, 7].

Similar projects to this article include CompuP2P [15], Chord [2], CCOF [16], WaveGrid [17], Pastry [1], etc. CompuP2P Uses non-centralized network topologies to manage the resource-sharing system under peer network environment. where all nodes in Chord logical ring way and organized into a processor market, idle processor resources can trade on the network, But CompuP2P has some scalability issues, because it does not limit the number of nodes on the market or balance market transactions by way of balancing the load. CCOF project in this regard achieved great success, it is in a dynamic peer network environment, and you can submit via the internet to users efficiently schedule jobs to run on idle computing resources. However Wave Grid project is the follow-up study of CCOF project. In Wave Grid area a time-sensitive application layer overlay network is built, which is based on CAN network. Wave Grid also describes using idle computing resources to execute jobs submitted by the user process, but Wave Grid host is totally dependent on the availability of the resource requirements of the job, the effect of load balancing and the availability of this project system is relatively poor.

Article [18] uses Pastry way to obtain the idle computing resources with physical proximity, and uses resources availability network protocol to limit the flooding, but this also leads to poor search inefficiency on and idle resources in long distance. Article [14] also describes the mechanism to find free computing resource in sharing platform; it uses the property of their resources to form Chord identifier, and completes the search by allowing descriptor.

OE-P2RSP in this article belongs to an improved platform of distributed hash tables, mainly used to support and complete communication between objects directly or indirectly, it is for the sharing of computing resources, and thefts idle processor cycles on the network, and improves the performance of the original Pastry network by package objects, object groups, and physical proximity and other technologies.
6. Conclusions

This paper presents and describes OE-P2RSP. OE-P2RSP is based on structured peer on network share, improves the communication mode of system by encapsulated object, object group, and physical proximity principle, and the use of physical proximity principle, and gathers computing resources better in the same research institution or enterprise within local area network.
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